
Novotel New Delhi Aerocity 

 

The ideal hotel for making every moment count. Novotel New Delhi Aerocity is one of our 

modern and large hotels, excellent for any visitor looking for a hassle-free stay. The hotel has 

a variety of culinary options, a luxury spa, and a 24-hour fitness center. The hotel is close to 

several major locations, including international and domestic airports, as well as Delhi's 

commercial centers, Worldmark and Cyber City, which cater to Fortune 500 firms. 

Furthermore, the Novotel is close to shopping malls, restaurants, pubs, and other tourist 

attractions. 

 

Rooms and Services:  

The rooms of Novotel New Delhi Aerocity are known for their homey and pleasant atmosphere, 

as well as their amenities. Along with contemporary décor and a lounge area, the rooms we 

offer are fully equipped with necessary amenities such as a flat screen television, a well-lit 

space, wifi, and air conditioning. 

 

Restaurants and Bars:  

Food Exchange: The Novotel New Delhi is well-known for its superb multi-cuisine buffet 

restaurant, which serves delectable Indian, Asian, and European cuisines in an elegant setting. 

This all-day practical eating restaurant is open all day, which is another feature that a tourist 

would appreciate. Travelers appreciate the ambiance with our excellent cuisine, making Food 

Exchange a backbone of Novotel. 

 



Quoin: 

Everyone enjoys a calming drink after a long journey, which makes Quoin our 24 seven open 

sports bar a success. Because of its operational hours to a pleasant lounging spot to either watch 

a match or get a drink with your colleagues and friends, Quoin is one of our USPs. 

 

Hotel Rates: 
 

Hotel Rate (in Indian Rupees) 

Novotel Hotel   

Standard (Single/Double) 8,000.00 / 9,000.00 

Superior (Single/Double) 12,000.00 / 13,000.00 

Suites (Single) 16,000.00 

* Rates are subject to 18% taxes 
* Rates are inclusive Breakfast and Wifi 
* General Airport transfers rate – INR 1200 
plus taxes per way 

* In-room Tea / Coffee maker / Iron & Iron 

board / Newspaper / 24hrs room service on 

charge / Hair Dryer / wifi / 2 mineral water 

bottles (500ml each) per day / Access to 

Gymnasium & Swimming Pool 
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